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INTRODUCTION TO ProBASIC

ProBASIC enhances the Applesoft BASIC that is built-in to your Apple II series computer. It allows you to add new commands and functions called modules to your programs. This capability is called "extensibility" because the language actually grows.

These modules may be written in either BASIC or machine language. Machine language modules may be written to greatly increase the speed of your programs. Those programmers not familiar with machine language can still easily use machine language modules written by other programmers. BASIC modules add modularity and structure that make it much easier to edit, debug and maintain your programs. Additionally, the modules may be saved on disk and easily integrated into other programs.

Proper use of ProBASIC modules will make your programs run faster and will make them much easier to understand for making changes. Variable conflicts are also much easier to avoid since each BASIC module has its own set of variables (local variables). Programs should be broken down into modules of not more than 30 or 40 lines that can be easily understood and quickly edited. Each module can be independently tested and re-used in other programs. Programmers familiar with structured languages such as Pascal and C will quickly see the similarities between a ProBASIC module and a procedure or function.

Installing ProBASIC

ProBASIC disk images can be downloaded from the publisher's site: www.callapple.org. Simply boot the ProBASIC disk to install ProBASIC. If you have already booted with another ProDOS disk, you may enter "-PRO.SYSTEM" to start ProBASIC.